Abstract. Learning management systems are widely used as a support of distance learning. Recently, these systems successfully help in present education as well. Learning management systems store large amount of data based on the history of users' interactions with the system. Obtained information is commonly used for further course optimization, finding e-tutors in collaboration learning, analysis of students' behavior, or for other purposes. The partial goal of the paper is an analysis of students' behavior in a learning management system. Students' behavior is defined using selected methods from sequential and process mining with the focus to the reduction of large amount of extracted sequences. The main goal of the paper is description of our Left-Right Oscillate algorithm for community detection. The usage of this algorithm is presented on the extracted sequences from the learning management system. The core of this work is based on spectral ordering. Spectral ordering is the first part of an algorithm used to seek out communities within selected, evaluated networks. More precise designations for communities are then monitored using modularity.
Introduction
E-learning is a method of education which utilizes a wide spectrum of technologies, mainly internet or computer-based, in the learning process. It is naturally related to distance learning, but nowadays is commonly used to support face-to-face learning as well. Learning management systems (LMS) provide effective maintenance of particular courses and facilitate communication within the student community and between educators and students [9] . Such systems usually support the distribution of study materials to students, content building of courses, preparation of quizzes and assignments, discussions, or distance management of classes. In addition, these systems provide a number of collaborative learning tools such as forums, chats, news, file storage etc.
Regardless of LMS benefits, huge amount of recorded data in large collections makes often too difficult to manage them and to extract useful information from them.
Analysis of Students' Behavior
Several authors published contributions with relation to mining data from e-learning systems to extract knowledge that describe students' behavior. Among others we can mention for example [14] , where authors investigated learning process of students by the analysis of web log files. A 'learnograms' were used to visualize students' behavior in this publication. Chen et al. [3] used fuzzy clustering to analyze e-learning behavior of students. El-Hales [11] used association rule mining, classification using decision trees, E-M clustering and outlier detection to describe students' behavior. Yang et al. [25] presented a framework for visualization of learning historical data, learning patterns and learning status of students using association rules mining. The agent technology and statistical analysis methods were applied on student e-learning behavior to evaluate findings within the context of behavior theory and behavioral science in [2] .
Our subject of interest in this paper is student behavior in LMS, which is recorded in form of events and stored in the logs. Thus, we can define the student behavior with the terms of process mining which are used commonly in business sphere. Aalst et al. [23, 22] defines event log as follows:
Let A be a set of activities (also referred as tasks) and U as set of performers (resources, persons). E = A ×U is the set of (possible) events (combinations of an activity and performer). For a given set A, A * is the set of all finite sequences over A. A finite sequence over A of length n is mapping σ =< a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n >, where a i = σ (i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. C = E * is the set of possible event sequences. A simple event log is a multiset of traces over A.
The behavioral patterns are discovered using similarity of extracted sequences of activities performed in the system. A sequence is an ordered list of elements, denoted < e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e l >. Given two sequences α =< a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n > and β =< b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b m >. α is called a subsequence of β , denoted as α ⊆ β , if there exist integers 1 ≤ j 1 < j 2 < . . . < j n ≤ m such that a 1 = b j1 , a 2 = b j2 , . . . , a n = b jn . β is than a super sequence of α.
For finding the behavioral patterns, we need to use the methods for the sequence comparison. There are generally known several methods for the comparison of two or more categorical sequences. On the basis of our previous work [21] we have selected the algorithm, witch deals with the different lengths of sequences and with the possible error or distortion inside the sequence.
Time-warped longest common subsequence (T-WLCS) [13] is the method, which combines the advantages of two methods from pattern mining -The longest common subsequence (LCSS) [15] and Dynamic time warping (DTW) [16] . LCSS allows us to find the longest common subsequence of two compared sequences. DTW is used for finding the optimal visualization of elements in two sequences to match them as much as possible. Then, selected T-WLCS method is able to compare sequences of various lengths, it takes into consideration the order of elements in the sequences, and it is immune to minor distortions inside of one of the compared sequences. Moreover, the method emphasizes recurrence of the elements in one of the compared sequences.
To obtain behavioral patterns of similar sequences in LMS, we have used our proposed new Left-Right Oscillate algorithm for community detection. The algorithm is based on spectral ordering (see Section 3).
Spectral Clustering and Ordering
Spectral clustering has become one of the most popular modern clustering algorithms in recent years. It is one of the graph theoretical clustering techniques and is simple to implement, can be solved efficiently by standard linear algebra methods, and very often outperforms traditional clustering algorithms such as the k-means or single linkage (hierarchical clustering). A comprehensive introduction to the mathematics involved in spectral graph theory is the textbook of Chung [5] . Spectral clustering algorithm uses eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Laplacian of similarity matrix derived from the data set to find the clusters. A practical implementation of the clustering algorithm is presented in [4] . Recursive spectral clustering algorithm is used in [6] . There Dasgupta et al. analyzed the second eigenvector technique of spectral partitioning on the planted partition random graph model, by constructing a recursive algorithm. A spectral clustering approach to finding communities in graphs was applied in [24] .
Ding and He showed in [7] that a linear ordering based on a distance sensitive objective has a continuous solution which is the eigenvector of the Laplacian. Their solution demonstrate close relationship between clustering and ordering. They proposed direct K-way cluster assignment method which transforms the problem to linearization the clustering assignment problem. The linearized assignment algorithm depends crucially on an algorithm for ordering objects based on pairwise similarity metric. The ordering is such that adjacent objects are similar while objects far away along the ordering are dissimilar. They showed that for such an ordering objective function the inverse index permutation has a continuous (relaxed) solution which is the eigenvector of the Laplacian of the similarity matrix.
Modularity -Quality of Detected Communities
To quantify the quality of the subdivisions we can use modularity [20] , defined as the fraction of links between the nodes in the same community minus their expected value in a corresponding random graph [20] . Networks with the high modularity have dense connections between the nodes within community, but sparse connections between the nodes in the different communities. Modularity is often used in optimization methods for detecting community structure in the networks [19] . The value of the modularity lies in the range −0.5, 1 . It is positive, if the number of edges within groups exceeds the number expected on the basis of chance.
For a weighted graph G we have a weight function w : E → R. It is for example function of the similarity between the nodes v i and v j . The weighted adjacency matrix of the graph is the matrix W = (w i j ) i, j = 1, . . . , n. Than the degree of a vertex v i ∈ V in weighted graph is defined as
The weighted degree matrix D is defined as the diagonal matrix with the weighted degrees d 1 , . . . , d n on the diagonal.
In terms of the edge weights, modularity Q(C 1 , . . . ,C k ) is defined over a specific clustering into k known clusters C 1 , . . . ,C k as
where e i j = ∑ (u,v)∈E,u∈C i ,v∈C j w(u, v) with each edge (u, v) ∈ E included at most once in the computation.
Left-Right Oscillate Algorithm for Community Detection
Upon completing our study of various modifications of algorithms for spectral clustering, we designed our own algorithm for detecting communities within complex networks. This algorithm utilizes spectral ordering where similar vertices are closer to indexes and less similar vertices are further from indexes. When determining the ordering, it is necessary to calculate the eigenvector of the second smallest eigenvalue of the matrix L = D −W . Since we have designed our algorithm for large amounts of data in a complex network, we used Lanczos method to calculate the Fiedler vector. Once the Fiedler vector was calculated, we detected appropriate gaps that divide the vertices of a graph into communities. As observed in the experiment, this type of separation into gaps leads to several badly-assigned subgraphs. This is due to the fact that the Fiedler vector is only linear ordered, as is revealed in our data collection. The Left-Right algorithm (see Algorithm 3.1) we have designed for incorporating small subgraphs into larger communities, gradually increases modularity in a given calculation. For finding the Fiedler vector of Laplacian above a large, sparse and symmetric matrix representative of the evaluated network, we used Lanczos method to partially solve the eigenvalue problem. To determine the dimension of Krylov subspaces (for a more precisely calculated Lanczos method), we used modularity for determining the quality of a detected community. In [7] , there is an example of a symmetric Laplacian L sym = D − 1 2 LD − 1 2 . Our experiment revealed, that this solution is only appropriate for some networks.
Algorithm 2 Left-Right-Oscillate Assigned
Input: subsets SS k ⊂ V , where k = 1, . . . K, S c size of smallest communities. Output: communities C k , modularity of detected partitioning.
1. Find connected components C j for subset SS 1 , which are greater than the selected size |C j | ≥ S c . These components create communities. We add the rest of the vertices v i ∈ SS 1 − C j to the next subset of vertices SS 2 . 2. Find next connected components C j for every subset SS k k = 2, . . . K , which are greater than the selected size |C j | ≥ S c . These components create communities. Attempt to assign other vertices to the previous community, which was established in the previous step. If the vertex has no edge leading to the previous community than we add the vertex to the next subset of vertices SS k+1 . Continue repeating this method 2 until reach the end of ordered vertices. 3. Going through through all subsets of vertices, connected components are assigned to C j for j = 1, . . . J − 1 and C J contain a set of connected components smaller than the selected size. 4. Employ the same approach going right-left without "oscillation". Begin with
The next step for the algorithm is to order indexes of vertices v i ∈ V for all i = 1, . . . n in compliance with ordering using Fiedler vector values. Because we want to find communities that are easily detected in a visual representation when ordered by a similarity matrix, we must determine where one community in a linear order ends and the next begins (find two nodes that belong to various communities). For this reason, we have calculated the value of antidiagonal sums above an ordered the set of vertices that capture a cluster overlap in neighboring vertices v i . We define cluster crossing as the sum of a small fraction of the pairwise similarities. This is aided by linear ordering data points. The goal is to find the nodes that lay in the areas with fewer edges. These vertices lie close to locales with minimum function that are attached by approximation of a cluster overlap discrete function Sum i . We assigned this approximation using the spline function, allowing for easy calculations of both the first and second derivation, which are used to assign local extremes. Between the two local maximum extremes of this function, there lie two vertices. In this area, these vertices represent a maximum gap (the difference in their Fiedler vector value). This gap determines the border between two potential communities.
Using this method, we have found the natural amount of 'communities' above a given evaluated network. Since the precision with which the Fiedler vector is calculated is a determining factor, and since in some cases vertices are incorrectly assigned, the result is an irrelevant component. The benefit of using our algorithm lies within its ability to assign isolated nodes (or very small subgraphs with selected sizes) to the nearest, most suitable, connected component that creates the nucleus of a future community. Within our assignments, we gradually arrive at a set of vertices V separated by gaps in individual subsets V k . If the found set V k does not create a connected subgraph (G k = (V k , E), we determine all connected components in this subgraph. The maximum connected subgraph then creates the nucleus of this community and all subgraphs smaller than the selected size are moved to the right. We then attempt to reassign the subgraph to the next subset of vertices V k+1 . Due to the linear nature of spectral ordering, it is presumable that subgraphs not yet assigned are reordered to the next subset of vertices. This means that we add the vertices of these subgraphs to the vertices of the next subset (that came into existence along gaps and creates a subgraph of the original graph with a set of vertices V k+1 ). Then we test the connectivity of subgraph G k+1 , which was expanded by the nodes from the previous, unassigned subgraph. We go through the entire, spectrally ordered set of graph vertices employing this method. At the end of this process, we have created the most relevant of components within which we assign small subgraphs that are not yet assigned. Then, we repeat this approach in the opposite direction -going from right to left -and we try to add vertices for inspection in a subgraph. We may then assign the vertices to a connected subgraph with adjacency to a vertex of a given subgraph.
Once we assign a subset of vertices using gaps, and once we have detected connected components from left to right and vice versa, we always calculate the modularity for the obtained separation of graphs into subgraphs. Our results have revealed that our Left-right method increases modularity. The resulting connected subgraphs then create the structure of communities in the graph, which is demonstrated on well known data collection Zachary karate club in Table 1 . 
Sequence Extraction in LMS Moodle
In this section is presented the extraction of students' behavioral patterns performed in the e-learning educational process. The analyzed data collections were stored in the Learning Management System (LMS) Moodle logs used to support e-learning education at Silesian University, Czech Republic. The logs consist of records of all events performed by Moodle users, such as communication in forums and chats, reading study materials or blogs, taking tests or quizzes etc. The users of this system are students, tutors, and administrators; the experiment was limited to the events performed only by students.
Let us define a set of students (users) U, set of courses C and term Activity a k ∈ A, where A = P × B is a combination of activity prefix p m ∈ P (e.g. course view, resource view, blog view, quiz attempt) and an action b n ∈ B, which describes detailed information of an activity prefix (concrete downloaded or viewed material, concrete test etc.). Event e j ∈ E then represents the activity performed by certain student u i ∈ U in LMS. On the basis of this definition, we have created a set S i of sequences s i j for the user u i , which represents the students' (users') paths (sessions) on the LMS website. Sequence s i j is defined as a sequence of activities, for example s i j =< a 1 j , a 2 j , . . . , a q j >, which is j-th sequence of the user u i .
The sequences were extracted likewise the user sessions on the web; the end of the sequences was identified by at least 30 minutes of inactivity, which is based on our previous experiments [10] . Similar conclusion was presented by Zorrilla et al. in [26] .
Using this method, we have obtained a set of all sequences S = ∪ ∀i S i , which consisted of large amount of different sequences s l performed in LMS Moodle. We have selected the course Microeconomy A as an example for the demonstration of proposed method. In Table 2 is presented detailed information about the selected course. The obtained set S of sequences consisted of large amount of different sequences, often very similar. Such large amount of information is hard to clearly visualize and to present in well arranged way. Moreover, the comparison of users based on their behavior is computationally expensive with such dimension. Therefore, we present in the article [21] the identification of significant behavioral patterns based on the sequence similarity, which allows us to reduce amount of extracted sequences.
We have used T-WLCS methods for the similarity measurement of sequences. The T-WLCS find the longest common subsequence α of compared sequences β x and β y , where α ⊆ β x ∧ α ⊆ β y , with relation to T-WLCS. Similarity was counted by the Equation 1.
where l(α) is a length of the longest common subsequence α for sequences β x and β y ; l(β x ) and l(β y ) are analogically lengths of compared sequences β x and β y , and
On the basis of selected T-WLCS method for finding the similarity of sequences, we have constructed the similarity matrix for sequences (|S| × |S|) which can be represented using tools of graph theory. For the visualization of network was constructed weighted graph G(V, E), where weight w is defined as function w : E(G) → R, when w(e) > 0. Set V is represented by set of sequences S, weights w are evaluated by the similarity of sequences, see Equation 1, depending on selected method. In Table 3 is more detailed description of weighted graphs of sequences, where weight is defined by T-WLCS method for selected threshold θ (treshold for edges filtering -edges with smaller weights are removed). The number of nodes for each graph is 5908.
Reduction of Large Amount of Sequences by Left-Right Oscillate Algorithm
We described the procedure for extraction of sequencec from the LMS system in previous parts of the paper. We created the graphs of sequences by T-WLCS method. The examples in this section show how the graphs of sequences are divided to clusters by Left-Right Oscillate algorithm. We will use the concept "clusters" instead of "communities" in this part of the paper because we used Left-Right Oscillate algorithm for finding clusters of sequences. For the illustration, we have selected three different graphs from Table 3 . These are the graphs created with parameter θ is greater than 0.2, 0.4 and 0.7. In each graph, there was identified the largest connected component, and on the basis on this component was created the new graph. This graph was partitioned by our new Left-Right Oscillate algorithm (maximum cycles of Lanczos algorithm inside Left-Right Oscillate algorithm was set to 1500). The sizes of these newly generated graphs are presented in Table 4 .
Individual outputs and quality cuts of graphs after Left-Right Oscillate algorithm can be seen in Table 5, Table 5 and Table 7 . In these tables we have column "Modularity Type" where row "Original" is without applied Left-Right Algorithm and "Left-Right" is row with information after Left-Right algorithm. Other columns in these tables are "Modularity" (see section 3.1), "Clusters" with amount of clusters after partitioning and columns with sizes of the top three communities (columns "Size of 1th", "Size of 2th", "Size of 3th").
